
 

 

Embassy of France – France in the U.S.  

Official Contest Rules* 

*November 13, 2019 - revised rules + extended contest timeline  

 

 

 

Contest Sponsors 

#G7ECOCITIZEN Social Media Instagram Contest sponsored by the Embassy of France and AWAKE.  

 

Contest Objectives  

To engage eco-conscious social media followers to participate in the Embassy of France’s  #G7ECOCITIZEN 

Instagram contest. Through this contest, France in the U.S. encourages participation from U.S. based 

contestants to share their eco-responsible projects for a chance to gain visibility with all ‘France in the U.S’ 

entities (Embassy of France + Consulates General) and be the winner of a limited edition G7 AWAKE 

sustainable watch. Contestants who enter the contest will have until November 30th (12PM) to acquire the 

majority of votes from Instagram followers. Contest will launch on Nov 1, 2019 and end on November 30th, 

2019 at 12PM (EST). The top 3 winners will be announced on December 2nd.  

Platform(s)  

Contest entry and administration will take place through the Embassy of France Instagram account, 

@franceintheus. Contest winners will be contacted directly via Instagram. Instagram are not partners or 

sponsors of the contest. Contestants are reminded that by participating in the contest and uploading content 

to Instagram, they are bound by Instagram Terms of Service.   

 

By entering the contest, contestants agree to have their photos and projects published online on the France in 

the U.S. website and through all social media accounts.  

 

How to Enter 

Participation in this contest is deemed as acceptance of these Official Contest Rules.  

Contestants must ascribe to the following rules in order to be eligible to enter: 

 

1. Contestants must follow the @franceintheus Instagram account 

2. Contestants must have a public profile on Instagram to enter the contest 

3. Contestants can post (one) description of an eco-responsible project that they lead/participate in with (one) 

picture reflecting their commitment on Instagram.  

4. Contestants must use the hashtag #G7ECOCITIZEN  

5. Contestants must tag Instagram accounts @franceintheus and @awake.concept 

 



 

 

Content Requirements 

a. Submissions must not contain obscenity, explicit sexual material, nudity, profanity, graphic violence, calls 

or incitement to violence, commercial solicitation or commercial promotion. Submissions must conform 

to local law and must not contain content or images that could be considered abusive, inflammatory, 

denigrating, or disrespectful to any of the Contest Sponsors, or to any groups, individuals or institutions.  

Submissions must adhere both in appearance and in fact to the norms of civil discourse.  In other words, 

the content of all submissions must be suitable for a global, public audience. 

b. Submissions must be original content created by the contestant and must not contain any elements that 

are protected by someone else’s copyright or otherwise subject to third party intellectual property or 

proprietary rights, including privacy and publicity rights (except as expressly permitted below in (d)). 

Contest Sponsors recognize no allowance for “fair use” of copyrighted material, nor do Contest Sponsors 

recognize allowance for use of licensed materials created or owned by a third party. 

c. Contest Sponsors reserve the right to disqualify, at their sole and absolute discretion, any submission that 

does not adhere to these criteria and to the intent and substance of these Official Contest Rules. 

d. In the event of any question or difference of views regarding compliance with, interpretation, or 

application of these content requirements or other provisions of these Official Contest Rules, Contest 

Sponsors reserve the exclusive right to resolve such questions or differences of views in their sole 

discretion.   

e. By submitting a photograph to the contest, the contestant affirms that he or she has obtained written 

consent from all individuals whose image or likeness appears in the photograph (or from the individuals’ 

parent/legal guardian if any such individuals are considered a minor in their country of residence), and 

that he or she has obtained the necessary rights, licenses, consents, and permissions to use all material 

such as music, images, text and other content in the submission.  The contestant further affirms that he 

or she is prepared to provide reliable documentation of any and all such consents, licenses, etc., upon 

request.  Failure to obtain such rights, license consents, and permissions may result in the disqualification 

of the photo submission at the Contest Sponsors' sole and absolute discretion.  

 

Eligibility 

a. Contestants must be at least 16 years old on the date of entry into the contest. The individual submitting 

the entry will be considered the contestant and will be the only individual eligible to compete for the 

prize.  Organizations are not eligible to compete for the prize, either as an entity, or through 

representation by an individual.  In order to be eligible for the prize, the contestant must provide 

complete and accurate information. 

 

 

Selection of Winners 

a. All entries are subject to pre-screening by Contest Sponsors to ensure compliance with these Official 

Contest Rules.  Any photos or posts out of compliance will not be considered.  Contest Sponsors reserve 

the right in their sole and absolute discretion to verify in the final analysis whether a potential finalist’s 



 

 

submission has fully complied with these Official Contest Rules before posting to the contest site, 

awarding prize, recognizing a winner, etc. 

 

b. Winner(s) will be contacted via Instagram. The inability of Contest Sponsors to contact a potential winner 

may result in disqualification and/or selection of an alternate winner from among all remaining eligible 

submissions. 

 

 

Prize(s)  

 

a)  Top 3 winners will receive one-limited G7 AWAKE watch sent to the address of their choosing within 

the United States.  

b) Top 3 winners’ projects and photos will be featured publically on the Embassy of France website, social 

media (FB, Twitter, IG), and shared with the company AWAKE.  

c) If the acceptance of the prize is not confirmed by December 1st, 2019 the Contest Sponsors reserve 

the right to select an alternate winner.  Winner must provide a valid physical mailing address where a 

prize, if any, is to be shipped.  Contest Sponsors are not responsible for any problems related to the 

shipping of any prize, including, but not limited to, theft, delay, damage, or destruction/accidental loss 

by the shipping carrier. 

 

d) Any unused portion of the prize is not transferable, convertible, or exchangeable and cannot be taken 

as cash.  All taxes on or in connection with any prize, and the reporting consequences thereof, are the 

sole and exclusive responsibility of the winner. 

 

 

Liability and Rights 

a. Contest Sponsors do not endorse any submissions or messages expressed therein, and Contest 

Sponsors expressly disclaim any and all liability in connection with the submitted photos including 

disputes between collaborators related to a submission. 

b. The contest and its sponsors do not permit copyright infringing activities or infringement of any other 

intellectual property rights, and Contest Sponsors reserve the right to remove and disqualify any 

submission they deem to be in violation of another party's copyright or other intellectual property 

rights. 

c. Contestants retain sole ownership of their original work.  The submission remains the intellectual 

property of the contestant, and the Contest Sponsors and U.S. Government make no claim of copyright 

as to the work of any individual who enters the contest.   Contestant specifically agrees to give the 

Contest Sponsors permission to use all content submitted for purposes of judging the contest.  Finalists 

and/or winners will be required to grant Contest Sponsors, with proper attribution through whatever 

means they deem appropriate, a worldwide, non-exclusive, royalty-free, sub-licensable and 

transferable license to use, reproduce, distribute, prepare derivative works of, and/or display the 

submission in any media formats and through any media channels in perpetuity in connection with the 

https://franceintheus.org/


 

 

activities and operations of the contest. 

 

d. Contestant assumes sole responsibility for the contest submission and the material contained in it, and 

for any consequences of submitting or posting it. 

 

e. Contest Sponsors reserve the right at any time to verify the validity of entries and of contestants and to 

disqualify any contestant or entry deemed not in compliance with these Official Contest Rules.  Contest 

Sponsors also reserve the right to request further documentation, at their sole and absolute discretion, 

to verify eligibility and compliance with these Official Contest Rules. 

f.  If a prize or any portion thereof is unavailable, Contest Sponsors, in their sole discretion, reserve the 

right to substitute the prize with another prize of equal or greater value and/or specification. 

g. Contest Sponsors reserve the right, at any time and in their sole discretion, to disqualify and/or deem 

ineligible any individual who they reasonably believe (i) has violated the Official Contest Rules; (ii) has 

violated the terms of use of platform, or (iii) is acting in a bad faith, or in an unsportsmanlike or 

disruptive manner, or with intent to annoy, abuse, threaten or harass any other person. 

h. Contest Sponsors reserve the right to modify, suspend, terminate or cancel the contest at their 

discretion for any reason.  

i. Use of contest site is at user’s own risk.  Contest Sponsors are not responsible for any personal injury, 

property damage, or losses of any kind which may be sustained to computer equipment resulting from 

participation in the contest, use of the contest site or the downloading of information from the contest 

site.  By participating in the contest, the contestant releases Contest Sponsors from any and all claims 

arising from or relating to such contestant’s participation in the contest, whether directly or indirectly.  

j. Contest Sponsors are not liable in the event that any portion of the contest is cancelled or delayed due 

to weather, fire, strike, acts of war or terrorism, or any other reason.  

 

 

 


